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History & Mission

Second Wind Dreams is an 
internationally known nonprofit 
with the mission to change the 
perception and experience of 

aging through the fulfillment of 
dreams and the offering of 

educational programs including 
its flagship, sensitivity training, 

the 
Virtual Dementia Tour®.



Definition of A SWD Dream

A Second Wind Dream is when a group of visionary 
believers enable an elder to awaken their dreams, 

often hidden or forgotten, that when fulfilled renews 
hope and champions further dreaming. 



The Dreams Program

The Dreams program is a wonderful way to connect society 
to a forgotten truth about elders:  the truth that age does 

not erase hopes and dreams. Over 10,000 dreams have been 
fulfilled for elders living in long term care since the 

organization’s inception.



Why Dreams? 

• Ripple effect
• Shift in thinking
• Person- centered care
• Psycho – social well being
• QOL is impacted by personal attention 

received by ECC staff (School of Public 
Health research study)

• Approximately 40 percent of nursing 
home residents are diagnosed with 
depression from the transition alone 
(American Geriatrics Society)



Dream Impact Study 

Results from three elder care communities 
(ECCs) with a total of 71 residents taking the 
pre and post tests were:
• 56% showed a decrease in depression.
• 24% stayed the same
• 20% had an increase in depression.

Among staff the spirit of teamwork in the 
ECCs showed:
• A 36% increase (rural)
• A 26% increase (urban)
• A 14% increase (University based)



Dream Categories

Adventure – Elders want to have fun!

Family & Love – Reuniting long-lost 
loved ones

Heart & Soul – seemingly small to 
everyone but the dreamer

Reliving a Past Experience –
recreating a favorite memory

Sleeping Dreamers – elders living 
with dementia



Longitudinal Dreams Study
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Rel = Family & Love

Pst = Reliving Past Experiences

Nd = Heart & Soul

Fun = Adventure

Life = Falls into Heart & Soul

Seven year longitudinal study of dream fulfillment from 2002 – 2009



Niagara College Experience



Overview

• The TV show
• The idea
• The partnership at 

Georgian College
• The partnerships 

at Niagara College
• Funding



The Process
• Final placement
• Students “apply”
• Connect with home
• Select resident
• Plan
• Dream fulfilled!
• Reflect and acknowledge

– Ray's Dream

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V5ePNsdW1Nk


Dream Discovery
• What is the most fun you have ever had?   
• Tell me something you have always wanted to do or try?  
• Tell me what you always wanted to be when you grew up? 
• Have you ever had a hobby, interest or activity? 



Dream Weaving
• Who gets a dream first?
• Is this dream possible?
• What is needed?
• Who is included?
• Is funding assistance required? 

• Is funding assistance required? 



Dream Fulfillment

• Bringing it all together
• Make it a surprise
• Make it extra special
• Capture the dreamer’s reaction
• Take pictures
• Invite guests
• Involve your local community 

members
• Involve other residents
• Watch the perception of aging 

change.



SWD; The Movement

• Students: Develop skills; build relationships; 
gain satisfaction; feel  honoured

• NC: Feel-good initiative; marketing tool; 
enhanced profile of RT program; strengthened 
relationships with LTC homes 



Students Say:
• “It created an even deeper passion in me to work with the elderly. It blessed 

me so much to bless her. This was one of the best experiences of my life. I will 
remember this day just as much as Rose will.”

- Sarah, Dream Weaver 

• “It was the most amazing experience ever and I encourage everyone who can 
to become involved in it! There are honestly no words to describe how this 
dream impacted me!”

• Paulina, Dream Weaver

• “I felt honoured and privileged to be a part of making someone’s dream come 
true.  I loved that it humbled me to appreciate more things in life.”

• Shara, Dream Weaver

• “Being a part of Second Wind Dreams has been an amazing experience. Words 
really can’t describe how being a part of this dream impacted me. It is 
something I will never forget, and definitely something I want to be a part of 
given another opportunity. “

• Kali, Dream Weaver



• Collaborative marketing efforts with Second Wind Dreams®.

• Added exposure from Second Wind Dreams® traditional and social media reach 
(Second Wind Dreams is an internationally known non-profit founded in 1997 
and recognized in 20 countries).

• Access to our E-Dreams network offering the ability to post dreams on our 
website with your company name.

• The ability to feature the Second Wind Dreams Program on your company 
website including the SWD logo. 

• A Dream Member certificate for display at your place of business.

• Valued association with our mission and tagline “Changing the perception of 
aging!”

Dream Benefits:  Marketing



• Program manuals, tools, and training provided by SWD staff  

• Access to our E-Dreams network offering the ability to post dreams on our 
website to help raise funding, as well as, showcase fulfilled dream stories

• Monthly Q & A calls with SWD program experts

• History and support from a 22-year-old award winning program

• Access to online networking with other Dream Members

• Access to SWD’s non-profit ID number for tax-deductible dream donations

• Connections to local volunteers who help fulfill the Dreams of your elders

Dream Benefits:  Resources



For NC, Top 5 Benefits of SWD

5. Dream Member Manual
4. E-Funding Opportunity
3. Utilizing the name and reputation of 

organization
2. Marketing opportunities by SWD
1. ENTHUSIASM AND SUPPORT FROM SWD 

STAFF!





Dreamers Say…



• “Aside from my wedding day, this is the most special day I have ever 
had in my life” – Rose, Dream Recipient 

• “This game is an experience that I didn’t think would ever happen 
again for me”

Allan, Dream Recipient

• “I just can’t believe it, I’m 85, and my dream is coming true…. It’s 
just amazing” 

- Gerry, Dream Recipient

• “Thank you, thank you, thank you! I don’t want this day to ever 
end”

- Carl, Dream Recipient



“Slowly we will ‘Change the 
Perception of Aging…One Dream at a 

Time’ ”. 
– Dream Weaver Justine W.
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